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ABSTRACT—There is increasing interest in conserving indigenous crop genetic

diversity ex situ as a vital resource for industrial agriculture. However, crop diver-

sity is also important for conserving indigenously based, small-scale agriculture
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best be accomplished, therefore, by ensuring their survival in situ as part of local

farming communities like the Hopi. The Hopi are foremost among Native Amen-
gricultur

tence in their crop repertoires. The purpose of our research was to investigate

agricultural crop diversity in the form of individual Hopi farmers crop reper-

toires, to establish the relative importance of Hopi FVs and non-Hopi crop va i-

eties in those repertoires, and to explore the reasons for change or pe™tenee.n

these repertoires. Wereport data from a 1989 survey of a small (r
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tencia en sus repertorios de cultivos. El proposito de nuestra labor fue investigar
la diversidad de cultivos en la forma de repertorios de cultivos de algunos agri-

cultores. Hopi individualmente, establecer la importancia relativa de las var-
iedades criollas y las variedades no Hopis en esos repertorios, y explorar las

razones para el cambio o la persistencia en dichos repertorios. Reportamos aqui
los datos obtenidos en un estudio realizado en 1989 con una muestra pequena (n =
50) y oportunista de agricultores Hopi, y discutimos la dinamica del cambio en
base a comparaciones internas de los datos sobre distribucion de variedades de
cultivos, en base a las respuestas de los agricultores a preguntas sobre el cambio
en sus repertorios de cultivos, y en base a las limitadas comparaciones posibles
con un estudio hecho en 1935 sobre fuentes de semillas Hopis. Dado que la

nuestra es una muestra pequena no probabilistica, no es posible hacer extrapola-
ciones validas para los agricultores Hopis en general. Si es posible, no obstante,
que sugiramos algunas hipotesis sobre la diversidad y el cambio de los cultivos en
base a nuestros resultados, ilustradas con ejemplos. El destino de cada variedad
criolla depende de la combinacion unica del ambiente biof isico y sociocultural de
tal variedad. Las variedades criollas tenderan a perderse cuando los cambios en el
ambiente biofisico y/o sociocultural reducen la importancia de la adaptacion de
la variedad. Las variedades criollas tenderan a retenerse cuando el ambiente
biofisico y/o sociocultural permanece igual, o cambia en forma tal que aumenta la
importancia de la adaptacion de la variedad. Cuando los cambios en los ambi-
entes biofisicos y socioculturales hacen posible la perdida de variedades criollas,
la disponibilidad de semillas y alimento u otros productos alternativos adquirira
importancia. n

RESUME.-La conservation de la diversite genetique ex situ des plantes indigenes
griculture

grandissante. Toute fois, la continuity des pratiques traditionnelles ou indigenes
des petites fermes agricoles demeure importante pour la conservation de la diver-
site genetique pour les populations pratiquant ce genre d'agriculture. Par conse-
quent, les ressources agricoles peuvent etre mieux conserves en assurant leur
survie in situ par une production traditionnelle a l'example des Hopis. La tribue
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tendance a disparaitre quand les changements dans l'environment local biophy-

sique ainsi que socioculturel entrainent la reduction de leur importance adaptive.

Les varietes locales ont tendance a etre retenues au sein du systeme de production

si les facteurs biophysiques ou socioculturels restent identiques, ou changent

d'une maniere a rendre leur adaptation plus importante. Quand ces facteurs

produisent des conditions favorables a la perte d'une variete locale, la recherche

des semences, plantes ou produits de substitution devient importante.

INTRODUCTION
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ical diversity, of unprecedented environmental destruction, and of the instability
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been increasing interest in indigenous crop genetic resources (Keystone 1990,

While

diversity ex situ as a resource for industrial agriculture, crop diversity is also

lm
farm communities which practice it. There is increasing realization that different

cultures and different environments make diverse demands of their farming sys-

tems which go beyond simple production (Cleveland and Soleri 1991:285-295). It

is therefore important to understand the relationship between biological and

cultural diversity in agriculture, including the ways in which both new and old

crops and crop varieties fit the cultural and environmental needs of a society and

its farming system.
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ms are more vulnerable to environmental

more
Efforts to conserve crop genetic resources have increased significantly in the

last several decades with the growing recognition of their value for all agri-

cultural systems, their loss due to replacement of FVs by MVs, and the loss of

(Wilkes 1989). This

almost

gene banks (e.g., Plucknett et al. 1987:3-18). Recently, in situ conservation of crop

genetic resources has been advocated as an essential complement to ex situ con-

servation (Altieri 1988; Brush 1989, 1991; Soleri et al. 1991; Oldfield and Alcorn
1987; Cooper et al. 1992).

Some of the biological benefits of in situ over ex situ conservation are main-
taining the evolution of the crop varietv under human and environmental selec-

sam
sam

(Wilkes 1989). However, for many, even more
lm

crop genetic resources and farming systems and survival of the communities
supported by those farming systems (Altieri 1988; Cooper et al. 1992; Oldfield and
Alcorn 1987). Ensuring that in situ conservation is in fact a reflection of local

control and not external decision-making will be difficult. However, the potential
benefits of in situ conservation can only be realized if this strategy makes sense to
the farmers and gardeners who are participating. Farming communities that have
maintained some of their FVs, especially in circumstances where seed for indus-
trial MVs is readily available, are examples of indigenous in situ conservation.
Identifying crop repertoires of such farmers, and understanding why and how
these communities maintain their traditional crop genetic resources will provide
insights valuable for supporting in situ conservation and for creating sustainable
agriculture based on indigenous knowledge.

The Hopi are foremost among Native American farmers in the United States
in retaining their indigenous agriculture and FVs, yet little is known about the
dynamics of change and persistence in their crop repertoires. The scanty informa-
tion available to outsiders is not adequate to address this question. The work of
Whiting, who directed a survey of Hopi seeds in 1935 and published an eth-
nobotany of the Hopi, provides examples of the difficulty of reaching meaningful
conclusions because of lack of data and the complexity of crop repertoire dynamics.
In fact, many of Whiting's generalizations appear to be contradictory.

^example, on the one hand Whiting stated that "when it comes to seed, the
Hopi

most //

once, ana as a result only "a few" Hopi crops are "ancient,"
been discarded in favor of other varieties which are easier

:,^' JAV"; X \ er navonn g or are more easily prepared
(Whiting 1936:3). On the other hand, however, Whiting also stated that the results
of trying new varieties "are often failures," and many crops grown by Hopi are

remarkably adapted to his particular environment, more so than those of the
white man" (1936:3). In his Hopi ethnobotany Whiting compared contemporary
Hopi varieties with those noted by Stephen (1936:353-354) and wrote that "Con-
sidering the intense interest of the Hopi in new varieties of crop plants and their
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numerous introductions and experiments it is surprising that Hopi agriculture is

as stable as it is. . . . This stability is due, in part, to the fact that new crops are

often abandoned almost as quickly as they are introduced" (Whiting 1939:11).

Obviously, to understand the many different factors which determine changes

in crop repertoires, and which may differ for each particular variety, it is neces-

sary to have the data required first to frame, and then to test, specific hypotheses.

The purpose of our research was to investigate agricultural crop diversity in the

form of individual Hopi farmers' crop repertoires, to establish the relative impor-

tance of Hopi FYs and non-Hopi crop varieties in those repertoires, and to gener-

ate hypotheses to explain change or persistence in these repertoires. We report

data from a survey of a small, nonprobability sample of Hopi farmers and discuss

the dynamics of change based on cross-sectional comparisons of the data on crop

variety distribution, on farmers' answers to questions about change in their crop

repertoires, and on the limited comparisons possible with the 1935 survey of Hopi

seed sources directed by Whiting.

METHODS

summer 1988 and fall 1989. Hopis have been

much
that they are often understandably reluctant to spend much time talking with

this

some farmers

This method

Native American

possible to make
some

based on our results.

Farmers in Hotevilla, Bacavi, Kykotsmovi, Old Oraibi, and Shungopovi were

contacted by Soleri and Cleveland in door-to-door visits (Fig. 1). Seven farmers

were also interviewed by Gary Nabhan in Upper and Lower Moenkopi the irri-

gated Hopi villages ajoining Tuba City. Over 60 farmers were interviewed but only

data from 50 of those were considered complete enough to be used in this report.

The majority of farmers interviewed were older, retired men. While men are

usually responsible for the field work, care of the seeds from harvest until the

next planting is the responsibility of women, and so in most cases farming ,s a

collaboration between men and women. A husband-and-wife farming team often

answered our questions together, discussing, confirming, or contradicting each

men

with their mothers, or their mothers-in-law. One female farmer was aiso mi

viewed independently. f
. , . _

It seems very possible that this age distribution may have resulted in unrep

sentatively large crop repertoires and a high proport.on of Hop, varieties^ R

f„ L* £.i„Hp that the older men making up the majority of the sam
sons

during a time when Hopi farming and ceremoni

traditions were much
farm
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FIG. 1—Location of the study area in Arizona, U.S.A., showing the three Hopi

mesas, the washes, and the Hopi villages mentioned in the text.

men get very old their farmin

time wage

spouses do not farm. When data on corn varieties grown are g
estimated age categories, households with olden male farmers

irieties; farmers 3

30), 6.8 varieties.

farmers 3), 5.0

60 years (n farmers
i

mi:

assume //

problem by going door-to-door, not just using refei

some Hopis may simply have disqualified themselves
that their farming activity or experience was adequate

farmers. We

names based on Whiting

seed source survey (Whi

with Hop

h he obviously used other

names were written phonetically to assist interviewers
'ethnog

Wedid not attempt

among Native American communities

farmers often did not know the specific varieties, for exam
//

bush beans" or "sweet corn.
//

e we asked farmers "What crops do you grow?" fron

lima beans, melons, and so on). Wepurposefully de
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cided not to ask only what crops were being grown during the current year, as it

appears may have been done in the 1935 survey, since farmers do not grow all of

their crops each year and thus would not have mentioned many of the crops in

their repertoires. Wewanted to identify the crop varieties these farmers grow

regularly and which they themselves consider to be a part of their repertoires.

Thus the data collected were lists of crop varieties in farmers' current crop reper-

toires according to the farmers themselves.

What is a FV?—Determining
// FVs

lm

mof definine what constitutes a FV

farmer management of crop genetic resources. The problem becomes even more

complicated when trying to distinguish between a "Hopi" and "non-Hopi" vari-

m
exist, are in genotype, plant morphology, agronomic characteristics, or harvest

quality, none of which could be consistently observed in this survey.

While
>ries, this dilemma

farming systems i

some

mhave defined FVs

com
However

strategies, and environmental factors on crop evolution, which is widely recog-

nized by plant geneticists as the basis for FVs (Harlan 1992:127-128). The question

is, do these varieties exhibit, or have the potential to exhibit, phenotypic differ-

Pnrps whirh rpfWt significant genotypic differences present as a result of selec-

and the local environment, or are they relatively recent
farmers

introductions which have not been so influenced?

This is a difficult question to answer because a cutoff point will necessarily be

arbitrary, and so there will be ambiguous cases. In this paper we use the imprecise

but widely used definition of a FV (or landrace) as "geographically or ecologically

distinctive populations which are conspicuously diverse in their genetic composi-

tion both between populations and within them . . .
which evo ved under cultiva-

tion" (Brown, A.D.H. 1978:145), and which are the product of local

words in this "distinctive" and "conspicuously," which

course imply an arbitrary judgement.

Weassume that the named Hopi varieties reported by the farmers are FVs

However, we did not collect voucher specimens from farmers. Wedid look at and

^«.«. *<^a t~** ™- slants of the crops whenever possible, and some farmers

used for our own reference. Some non-Hopi varieties
sam

were often further differentiated as "commercial, i.e., purchased, vve

term "commercial" to indicate non-Hopi varieties generally obta.ned commer

dally as opposed ,o non-Hopi varieties obtoed *°^~»»£* -^
America n

• if i ~ u.r Unni farmers and varieties were often lumped
were much less precisely known by Hopi farmers, anu va r

we
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HOPI AGRICULTUREANDCULTURE

Archeological evidence suggests that the Hopi Native Americans or their

direct ancestors have lived for well over 1000 years in the area that is now the

in

FVs
most persistant of all Native American

remains

domi

farmin

farmed (Prevost et al. 1984) and proport

The biophysical environment. —The Hopi environment would challenge any farmer.

Nonetheless, Hopi farmers and gardeners have developed an agricultural system

which, through careful observation and skillful management, has sustained their

communities

The Hod
Arizona, where the growing season between freezing temperatures is short, 120-

160 days, depending on the location. Frequent drying winds, especially at the

beginning of the growing season, and high summer temperatures produce high

rates of evapotranspiration. These conditions, along with the lack of surface

water and low and variable annual precipitation, makes water the resource most
limiting to agricultural production. The topographical and geological features of

the Hopi lands and those north of them have a major effect on the availability of

approximately 2400 m

nd communities. The nort

escarpment of Black Mesa

Three mesas run southwest from Black Mesa, separated by four washes
from east to west: Polacca, Wepo, Oraibi, and Dinnebito (Fig. 1). The mesas, now
referred to as First, Second, and Third, from east to west, are over 1,830 mhigh

at their southern points, where most of the Hopi villages are located. Although
the village sites are rocky promontories with little or no vegetation, juniper and
pinon pines dominate the higher areas of the rpsprvaHnn Tn hptwppn the mesas

them

small
et al. 1984).

isses VI and VII) are conside:

only moderate to limited grazi

oil types dominate the cultm
loam in alluvial fans, (2) loam
jnes and often over sppds anH

em

garden beds (Hack 1942:36).

The southern, lower part of the reservation, where most agriculture occurs,

receives an annual average of 15-23 cm of precipitation (Prevost et al. 1984). This

precipitation can be highly variable within a marked seasonal pattern of summer
rains coming between mid-July and mid-September, and rain and snow occurring
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1

primarily from January through April. May and J

accom
The mesas on the reservation, and Black Mesa to its north, are composed oi a

permeable Mesa Verde sandstone layer overlying an impermeable layer of Mancos

shale which slopes down as it runs south into the Hopi mesas (Brad field 1971:7-

9). Water from snow and rain falling north of Hopi percolates through the sand-

stone layer, is trapped on top of the shale, and follows its downward and south-

mesas
soil

neath. These seeps are where fruit trees, melons, squash, gourds, and beans are

planted. Springs also occur and provide both drinking water and water for irri-

gating nearby terraced gardens.

Field production not only benefits from direct rainfall, but from spreading of

runoff from summer rains, and from water stored in the soil from winter precipi-

tation. Fields are traditionally planted by hand using a wooden or steel planting

stick to dig a planting hole down through the sand and into the moist soil

beneath. Planting depth increases during the course of the spring-summer plant-

ing season to accommodate rising soil temperatures and receding soil moisture.

For corn this can mean a planting depth of over 25 cm, and Hopi FVs appear to be

environment

Many
equipment

recognize that unlike hand planting this practice cannot adjust to variation in

moisture
especi

which are known
varieties like yellow and greasy hair are planted then in hopes of an early harvest

time ceremony, in July. The

melons, and gourds is in late May.

ered relatively fast (i.e., have a short time from planting to maturity).

Society, culture, and agriculture .-Today approximately 7,000 Hopis live on the

reservation (Arizona State Data Center 1992) in 11 villages and another app ox-

. . . TT . .. j t „..,„ Kyf^nimni which are not on the reservation
imatelv 2.000 in Upper and Lower Moenkop

currently recognized by the Federal government.

TbTliojS TribT^tlmates the annual population growth rate between 1970 and

1982 at 3%, and at about 2% from 1982-1986 (Hop. Tribe 1987).

The crops now grown by Hopi farmers are one point in a ™^y£*«&
ine Houi crop repertoire. Hopi have acquired their crops from different sources
mg Hopi crop repertoire, n p m

semidomesticated

borrowed from nearby groups, e.g., tepary Deans, mm y r

crops were domesticated in Mesoamerica but were mtroduced mto the Hop, area

very eTrly Z corn, beans, and squash (Ford 1981). Many new crops were mtro-

^ed from 1'urTsia and Africa by the Spanish, e.g watermelon, peaches and

a^coJThl Mexico, e.g., chili peppers. Undoubtedly there was much exchange
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of crops and crop varieties in prehistoric times. Like most farmers, Hopi are eager

to try new seed, and there are historic records of borrowing from other Indian

tribes, Mormon settlers, traders, and others (Whiting 1939:8-11). For example, a

drought in 1864 "scattered temporarily" many Hopi and they returned "bringing

new varieties of corn with them," and Hopis also obtained seed in 1915 at the first

San Diego Exposition from other farmers (1936:3). "So it goes—traders, the Indian

Agency, schools, friends— are all potential sources of seed. The Hopi farmers have

discovered the mail order seed houses and the nurseries of Denver and Phoenix"

(Whiting 1936:3). The crop varieties that become established in the Hopi crop

repertoire are those that show promise, but are subsequently selected by the

natural environment and people according to biophysical and sociocultural crite-

ria, and thus become FVs.

Hopi ceremonial life is closely integrated with agriculture and the Hopi trace

their farming tradition to their beginnings as a people. At the Creator's request

they chose their varieties of corn and thus chose to be farmers, in contrast to the

Apaches and Paiute who chose to be hunters and gatherers (Nequatewa 1967:30-

31). As Frigout (1979:564) noted, "in a sense, all Hopi life is based on the ceremo-

nies, which assure vital equilibrium, both social and individual, and conciliate the

supernatural powers in order to obtain rain, good harvests, good health, and

peace." Indeed, "rain is the most commonrequest in Hopi prayer" (Heib 1979:580).

The annual Hopi ceremonial cycle, assisted for half of the year by the Kachinas

or spirits, requires active year-round participation by the Hopi people. Although

all villages perform some ceremonial activities, since the early 1970s only Shun-

gopovi has continued to perform the full ceremonial cycle (Frigout 1979). Some
Hopi interviewed in 1989 expressed concern over the future of the ceremonies in

their village due to lack of interest among young people.

Agricultural products, especially from diverse traditional corn varieties, are

essential for participation in the rich Hopi ceremonial life. Sponsorship of cere-

monial and social dances and contributions of traditional food and other goods

required for participation in these activities appear to help reinforce community
ties, cooperation, and redistribution of wealth within communities (Kennard

1979). The emphasis is on harmony and cooperation, and disharmony and lack of

participation are seen as the cause of many problems, such as poor rains and

harvests. The cultural value of agriculture and FVs is an important reason for the

continued interest in agriculture among Hopis (Kennard 1979; Prevost et al. 1984),

even though many other forces work in the opposite direction.

Penetration of the market economy into the Hopi communities has discour-

aged food production in favor of income generating work, yet today such work is

in short supply. Older Hopis talk frequently of how their ceremonies, agriculture,

and ultimately Hopi culture are falling victim to the pursuit of the "almighty

dollar." For young and middle-aged Hopis living on the reservation, finding

work, especially rewarding work, is extremely difficult because their options are

almost entirely limited to working for tribal or federal agencies or craft produc-

tion for the tourist trade. The 1990 USCensus found a 27%unemployment rate on

the reservation with over 48% of the population living below the poverty line

(Arizona State Data Center 1992). Among the unemployed, drug abuse exacer-

bates economic and social problems. For those who are working, farming and
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TABLE 1. —Farmers growing Hopi and non-Hopi crop varieties. 1 Number of

farmers interviewed 50.

Crop category

Number of Growing only Growing only Growing both Hopi

farmers Hopi varieties non-Hopi vars. & non-Hopi vars.

growing % (no.) % (no.) %

Corn
Lima beans

String beans

Field beans

Tepary beans

Squash

Watermelons

Melons

Gourds

Sunflower

Fruit trees

Garden vegetables

50

42

40

40

18

39

43

36

30

8

36

26

48%
86%

48%
45%
94%
49%

54%
56%

100%

50%
64%
0%

(24)

(36)

(19)

(18)

(17)

(19)

(23)

(20)

(30)

(4)

(23)

(0)

0%
0%
7%

10%

6%
8%
7%

25%

0%
50%
6%

92%

(0)

(0)

(3)

(4)

(1)

(3)

(3)

(9)

(0)

(4)

(2)

(24)

2

52%

14%

45%
23%
0%

44%
40%
19%

0%
0%

31%

8%

ceed

due to rounding.

2Grown in garden

K)r\e farmer is en

(no.)

(26)

(6)

(18)

(9)

(0)

(17)

(17)

(7)

(0)

(0)

(H)

(2)

ceremonial activities must be fit in around work schedules. One result of these

been

40% reduction in cultivated area on the reservation between 1950 and 1982 (Pre-

vost et al. 1984), and a reduction in the proportion of people farming (Kennard

1979). Many older men and women in our survey commented on this, saying that

Hopi farming may be dying out with their generation.

RESULTS: FARMERCROPREPERTOIRESIN 1989

farmers

, Hopi FVs accounted for more than half the v

s in 1989 with the exception of sunflowers ai

some crop categories dominated by Hopi FVs

farmer experimentation with commercial varieties is occurring.

Cor,-Corn (Zea mays) (Table 2) is the central c^ in Hopi farmers' repertoires

grown
seed

nopi varieties were icpui icu £* v™»~~r

resemble Havasupai chin markings, is considered a FV
comme

//

from

may
red corn

// Vietnamese™7 u *
6

h
'

;Tn7he farmers growing them, the last two varieties
worth noting that according o the farmers grow g , ,

were experiments
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TABLE 2. —Farmers growing corn varieties. Varieties considered Hopi unless

otherwise indicated.

Variety

%Farmers

(n = 50)

82%

10%

Blues

"Standard" blue

(sakwaqa'o)

Hard blue

(huruskivapu)

Gray blue (tnaasiqa'o) 24%
Pueblo blue 1 (neneng-

qa'6, Hopoqa'o?) 4%
Blue /kokoma mixture 12%

White (qbtsaqa'b)

Yellow (takuri)

Hopi sweet (tawaktsi)

Red (palaqa'd)

Commercial sweet 1 (Pahaana
tawaktsi)

100%

96%
70%
64%
62%
52%

Variety

%Farmers

(n = 50)

Supai /chinmark (koninqua'd)

Greasy hair (wiqto)

Kokoma
Speckled /owl (avatsa)

Pink (palatspipi)

Commercial popcorn 1

Miscellaneous

Hopi beige (qoyaqa'o?) 1%
sweet pink

quilt (tavupqa'o?)

small white

red corn from India 1

field type from friend

in California 1

1%
1%

1%
1%

1%

44%
36%
24%
12%
6%
4%

12%

aNon-Hopi variety or varieties.

commercial sweet corn seems to have become
repertoires, witn 5U%ot the sample growing it. Pueblo blue corn is considered to
be a non-Hopi variety by the two farmers growing it, but appears to be an
endurine nart nf thp Hnni r^r, w^„«^:.„ j % , , . • . i„

from
may

nous kio Grande Pueblos.

mean number of corn varieties grown was 6.3, raneine from

remaining 26 farmers

rmers (48%) grow only Hop

they grow is commercial sweet corn. The other four grow another commercial
corn variety in addition to commercial sweet corn. There may be more than one
white corn variety, as Whiting (1939:67) found, though the farmers we talked
with did not identify them.

Beans. lopi FYs of beans grown in 1989 included four lima (Phasec
ig (P. vulgaris), seven field (P. vulgaris), and two tepary (P. aa
Commercial varieties of lima, string, and field beans were

ifolia)

farmers

stated

recalled an "old type" of large
may be the scarlet runner bean (P. coccineus) (Table 3). Whiting

Hop
not listed in the 1935 seed source survey forms. 3

Cucurbitaceae.-Farmers were growing three Hopi FVSand six non-Hopi
of squash (Cucurbita spp.). The two species of squash listed by Whiting
as being grown in the 1930s were also present in 1989 (Table 4) However
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TABLE 3. —Farmers growing lima bean, string bean, field bean, and tepary

bean varieties. Varieties considered Hopi unless otherwise indicated.

Variety

%Farmers

(n - 50)

Lima beans

Yellow (sikya hatiko)

Gray (maasi hatiko)

White 2 (qootsa hatiko)

Red2 (pala hatiko)

Commercial "baby" 1

(tsatsaymori)

38%
76%

48%
34%

6%

String beans

Purple (qoma'fva'pu)

White (qotca'va'pu)

Red (pala'va'pu)

Commercial 1 ' 3

56%
40%
28%
42%

Won-Hopi variety or varieties.

Variety

Field beans

Yellow (sikya tnori)

Pinto (Kastiil tnori)

Commercial pinto 1

Pink (pala tnori)

Anasazi analogue (povo'khoi-

mo'ri, woka'smori)

Grease (wi tnori)

Rotten (peekya tnori)

Black? (qomafmori)

Commercial bush 1

Tepary beans

White

tsatsaymori)

ack tepary (q

tsatsaymori)

>/

%Farmers

(n - 50)

52%
32%
18%

20%
6%

4%
4%
4%
4%

30<7r

m

commercially available variety, therefore possible

to the genepool.

includes green and yellow, pole and bush beans; only two of the 21 farmers growing non-Hopi string

beans grov

Moenkopi.

sam nes or rruir anu setxis sewi wwa**^ ~ ,, * *
.

mistakenly classified in the Ethnobotany of the Hopi (Whiting

when
grow to De quite large wnn uulk, iwiu 9*«*~»~ —o ~

™„iells can be made into a musical instrument (rukunpt) used in

ceremony. They are also used as vessels, and the ground seeds are used

face paint, according to several farmers we spoke to.

Farmers were growin

commercial, watermelons

watermelon termelon

farmers was their storage life. These small, round water

melons

May of the foUowing year" was the case in one house we visited. Whiting_ ^ May ot tne rouowing yt*u, a
keeping qua lit es of the new

mentions the disillusionment
°[»°f" ™^™2l7nd several farmers men-

varieties they experimented with (Whiting i*xkm*

tioned this to us as well.
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TABLE 4. —Farmers growin

unless otherwise indicated.

Variety

%Farmers

(n varies) Variety

%Farmers

(n varies)

Squash (n = 50)

Hopipatnga (Cucurbita

agyrosperma)

Momonvatnga 2 (C. maxima)

Gray 3

Navajo gray 1 ' 3

Commercial zucchini 1 ' 4

Commercial yellow 1 - 5

Commercial jack-o'-lantern 1

Commercial scalloped 1 ' 6

Commercial banana 1 ' 7

64%

34%
2%
2%

22%
10%
8%
4%
2%

Melons (n = 49)

Hopi casava (kasaava)

Commercial casava 1

Hopi cantelope (melooni)

Commercial cantelope 1

Hopi muskmelon (melooni)

Commercial muskmelon 1

Misc. Hopi melons 9

(melooni)

Misc. commercial melons 1 ' 9

Watermelons (n = 49)

Hopi red 8 (kawayvatnga)

Commercial red 1 - 8

Hopi yellow (sikyavatnga)

Commercial yellow 1 - 8

65%
31%
57%
12%

Gourds (n = 49)

Rattle

Dipper

Dipper 1
-
9

Bilobal

Horn
Miscellaneous gourds 10

25%
22%
20%
10%
27%
8%

16%

16%

53%
16%

2%
18%

8%
6%

Won-Hopi variety or varieties.

^ld type, but also available from commercial seed sources.

3Not clear if these different, both at Hotevilla.

4Five of the 11 farmers grew this in gardens.

5Two of the five farmers grew this in gardens.

^ne of the two farmers grew this in gardens.

7Grown in gardens.

8More than one variety.

9From New Mexico Pueblos.

10Catch-all categories used when distinction between different varieties was not or could not be made

Three varieties of Hopi melon and three commercial varieties were grown in

1989. Confusion about, and mixing of, various Cucumis melo varieties need to be

taken into account when considering the findings in Table 4. The "miscellaneous''

category for both Hopi and commercial melons reflects some of this confusion.

Whiting (1939:93) also mentions the difficulty of categorizing these melon varieties.

Over half of the farmers grew rattle gourds, and several farmers grew other

types of gourds (Lagenaria siceraria) (Table 4) and either sell or give them away to

others. A long season, difficult-to-grow crop, gourds are in high demand for

making rattles, especially for children's gifts during Powamuyaw and Nitnan

ceremonies. The rattles are also popular with tourists. Snecific eourd forms have

water

ceremonial uses: rattles, musical instruments, decoration/costume
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TABLE 5. —Farmers growing fruit trees.

Variety %Farmers n 2

Hopi peach 3 (sipala) 80% 39

Commercial peach 1 ' 4 (sipala) 25% 40

69% 39Hopi apricot (sohosipala)

Commercial apricot 1 (sohosipala) 8% 39

18% 39

39

Hopi pear (homi 'sipala)

Commercial pear 1 (homi 'sipala) 13%

Hopi apple (mansaana)

Commercial apple 1 l
,
5 (mansaana) 29%

Hopi grape (oova)

Commercial grape 1 (oova)

Commercial plum 1 ' 5 (palaspala)

Hopi almond (sipa'ltuva)

Commercial cherry 1

Commercial nectarine 1

21% 38

38

26% 39

10% 39

5% 40

5% 40

3% 40

3% 40

1Non-Hopi variety or varieties.

2The number of farmers responding differs slightly for the different fruit tree varieties

3Two or three varieties: cling, non-cling, yellow, white.

Especially 'Alberta."

5Two varieties.

commercia
Mexico

and one farmer reported growing a dipper gourd from this source.

Dye plants.-The black seeded sunflower, (tceqa'a) (Helianthus annum] Uunique

Hopi variety, has been grown by the Hopi as a source of dark colored basketry

and textile dye, and for medicinal purposes. Only six (12%) of those interviewed

said they grow this distinct FV, while five (10%) grow commercial sunflowers.

One person said that kotno (Amaranthus cruentus) was volunteering in her

garden. This was commonly grown in the past, along with asafram (safflower,

Carthamus tinctorius) (Whiting 1939:74, 95), and used to color ptki pink and yel-

low, respectively.

Fruit trees.-We were not able to determine the specific variety offrui, trees in

many cases, and so the six Hopi and eight non-Hop, vanefes hs ted of e rep£

sent more than one variety each (Table 5). Some farmers had trees hat we*

planted by their parents and were no. sure of the vanety, often ,ust

nKbe
ihe "old Hopi type" Most fruit trees are grown wthout ^^^ ™£*
able to withsta nd I strong winds. Old peach trees were the "»«« "™^"^
fruit tree, and had the most recognized variety However there appear tobe

substantia, experimentation with new spec* «* ~£j J'X fol™"
nurseries in Utah. In the past, Hopis split and sun dnea pea »

through the winter (Kennard 1979; Whiting 1939:79). Today th.s is rarely done
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TABLE 6. —Garden vegetables grown by ho seholds with irrigated household

gardens. Varieties Hopi unless otherwise indicated.

%Gardeners

Variety (n = 28) Variety

%Gardeners

(n = 28)

Chili (tsiili)

Commercial chili 1 (tsiili)

Commerical onion 1 (siiwi)

Commerical tomato 1 (tomaati)

Commercial radish 1

Commercial cilantro 12

(kora'nro, sila'ntro)

7%
68%
57%
50%
25%
14%

Commercial cucumber 1

Commerical pea 1

Commerical carrot 1

Commercial lettuce 1

Amaranth 1 - 3 (komo)

Monarda menthaefolia 3

(nanakopsi)

14%
7%
7%
7%
7%
7%

'Non-Hopi variety or varieties.

2Hard to determine if Hopi variety exists; two gardeners planted purchased seeds, two obtained seed

from family and /or had volunteer plants.

3A11 of these self-seeded.

farmers we interviewed, although a few womensaid they make
jams

numbers

rown in the drv-farmed
(Table 6). Only two Hopi varieties were grown: chili and nanakopsi. Chilis are by

far the most important garden crop, while other garden crops appear to change

significantly from year to year. Only two gardeners were growing Hopi chilis.

Many of the respondents in this category were womenin the farming households

sampled in

The responses reported in Table 6 are onlv for vegetables which

exam
eluded

farmed string beans. This was done because the focus of this study is crop

rtoires, not agricultural management practices.

DISCUSSION: CHANGINGHOPI CROPREPERTOIRES

The Hopi, like most farmers and gardeners, enjoy experimenting v

« or crop varieties. As new varieties are added to farmers' repertc

» may be dropped. If retained long enough, new varieties become FVs
process of evolutionary genetic change driven bv biophysical an

old

cultural selection pressures

rmers frequently pointed out that commercial s<

For some this was a reason not to trv comme
Hopi farmers interviewed who did experiment with comm

some
which grow successfully in their fields for more than two years "become Hopi
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That is, they adapt, and if desirable are adopted into the farmer's repertoire, at

least for a while. This technique was mentioned by some in the case of commer-
cial sweet corn, while others disagreed. At what point farmers begin thinking of a

variety as "Hopi," i.e., at what point it becomes a FV
1m

investigated and is beyond the scope of our study.

Wefocused our questions on discovering the h

new
environmental

Zimmerer

Quechua
mainlv for cultural reasons, and diverse varieties of corn ma

consumption
maintained

meet

requirements, and suggested that color is used as an indicator of these characteristics.

In the following sections we first discuss the relevance of the 1935 crop survey

Wethen illustrate mechanisms

with
from

farmers

Varieties named in 1935 and 1989.— It would be ideal to compare crop varieties in

with
m

only survey of Hopi seeds that had been conducted. In 1935 ethnobotanist Albert

Whiting and his colleagues, Volney Jones and Edmund Nequatewa, conducted

this survey to find the source and distribution of Hopi farmers' crop seeds (Whiting

1935, 1937).

Whiting's seed source survey provides interesting insights into the agricul-

tural crop repertoires of the farmers contacted, and the possible number of non-

focus

immediate

and the origin of the crop variety. The goal of the survey done by Whiting, Jones,

and Nequatewa was to determine "seed source" "on the Reservation" and "of f the

Reservation," not Hopi vs non-Hopi nature of the seed, and there is a great deal

of ambiguity in Whiting's typed field notes, which are apparently based on notes

taken by Nequatewa, who did the actual interviewing. The 1935 seed source

survev found that Hooi farmers in the sample obtained seeds from off the reser-

reservation

not

"house

I with a Hopi varietal name, but only with ac

from Husband's family" or "from Moenkop

"or

identi-

fied at all. A total of 619 "cases" of seed acquisition were reported, ranging from

(Whit

Whitin

groups: those crops for which the great majority of seed* were torn an on-

chili
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and fruit and vegetables for which seeds came from on-reservation sources in

only half or less of the cases: melons (28%), fruit trees (51%), onions (13%), and

vegetables (26%). This suggests that those crops of more ancient origin which are

also more important in Hopi subsistence and culture were maintained through

seed sources on the reservation. In comparison, crops which are more recent

additions to the Hopi crop repertoire, have little if any significance in Hopi

cultural tradition, and are not as important for subsistence, were more likely to be

obtained from off-reservation sources.

Soon after we began our survey we realized that the seed "source" criteria

used by Whiting in the 1935 survey is not a reliable indicator of whether or not

seeds are Hopi. Seeds obtained on the reservation are not necessarily of Hopi

crops, and now it is even possible to get seeds for Hopi crops from non-Hopi

sources. For example, seeds for Hopi crops are now available commercially through

groups like Native Seeds/SEARCH (Arizona), Seeds of Change (New Mexico),

and others. A farmer may get commercial sweet corn or watermelon seeds from

relatives and friends, and Kachinas distribute seed mixes which include non-

Hopi varieties of crops including beans, melons, and sunflowers, as we observed

in 1989. It is also quite possible that in 1935 non-Hopi seeds were being distributed

by on-reservation sources such as relatives, friends, and Kachinas.

Both the 1935 and 1989 surveys were of small, nonprobability samples of Hopi
farmers. Therefore the only statement of comparison that can be made between
the two surveys is that varieties named in both surveys were not lost to Hopi
during the 54 years which separates them. This of course assumes that varietal

names refer to the same FV at both times, since voucher specimens were not

collected in either survey.

Table 7 compares the named varieties in the 1935 and 1989 surveys. 4 It is much
more accurate for Hopi FVs than for non-Hopi varieties. Wecan see that 36 field

crop and 5 fruit and vegetable FVs were named in both surveys and therefore

were not lost. Of the 11 FVs named in 1935 and not in 1989, we can only say that it

is possible (not probable) that they have been lost, and of the 16 FVs named in 1989

and not in 1935, we can only say that it is possible (not probable) that they have

been reintroduced to Hopi farmers or have changed from non-Hopi to Hopi
varieties in the intervening 54 years. This limited evidence suggests that there has

been a high rate of retention of FVs over the last half century. The comparison of

non-Hopi varieties suggests that they make up a large proportion of fruit and
vegetable varieties and a small but increasing proportion of field crop varieties.

The fact that a variety is still present does not mean that no loss of genetic

diversity has occurred, since significant reductions in population size may be a

source of loss.

Blue corn. -Hopi blue corn varieties can range in color from nearly b
powdery grey color, depending on the pigmentation in the alleurone la)

endosperm, or a combination of this and a red pericarp from mixing with

mentioned
we asked specifically if there is more
who were asked this question (n = 3? more

(sakwaqa
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TABLE 7—Varieties named

1935 and 1989 1935 only 1989 only

non- non- non-

Crop Hopi Hopi Hopi Hopi Hopi Hopi

Field Crops
13 1 2 3 5 3

Corn
Lima beans 3 11
String beans 3

Field beans 6

1

1 6 2 11
Tepary beans 1

1015
Squash 2 1 U u » -

lAhtomwilsma [} I
Watermelons 2

Melons 1 3

Gourds 4

Dye plants 1 *

Total 36 8

Fruit Trees and Garden Vegetables

Fruit trees 3 7

Garden vegetables 2 6

Total 5 13

Total All Crops 41 21

11 211
2 10

10 6 13 13

1 3 116 317 3 4

11 13 16 17

(hums
farmersvarieties mrne crop leucuuura ^ »~

n , f , r ; Qt„ n f

Despite the high proportion of farmers who recogmze more than onr »n*y. of

blue corn 62% (31) grow only one variety, 34% (17) grow two, and only 4%(2) grow

Zl SSL „ ;
'

vifSies. While recognizing the dif feien. varieties some people

mixed
mixing

may be that some of the attributes or shor.com tags ot =^ —̂
longer important. For example, because of its hard Kernels nu r

mentioned as being resistant to storage pests. However an ,™'"8 ^ °<

• ii j a f^Hc mpan that today households no longer neea to

important (Whiting 1939:11). Similarly,

viewees may

huruskwapu

similar

'/,w hT. thai "he harder varieties of corn are being replaced by
d to Whiting that the naraer vane

<Muu; ncr i<ro-m Yet todav
but softer varieties that are eas*r ^» 2,5K££

virtually all grinding is done by machine, and this quamy

according to those we spoke with.
also affecl

The agronomic differences among the * "^ ^^^to,. Of those

farmer selection and would be an ^^^^ which Luld do best in

who responded to a question about which variety or co
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a dry year (n = 21), 29% said huruskwapu. Twenty-four percent said sakwaqa'd

would do best (one of those only recognized one blue corn variety), and 29% said

both sakwaqa'd and white corn did the best in dry years (one of those also only

recognized one blue corn variety). Maasiqa'd was never mentioned as a variety

that is particularly good for dry conditions. Taking a different approach to drought

adaptation, three farmers (14%) said that yellow corn (takuri) would probably do

the best because it is "fast," that is it has a short growing season and therefore

could produce a harvest before the stress of drought would affect it.

Kokoma, a dark red-purple corn whose ear is morphologically similar to

sakwaqa'd, is considered a part of the blue corn complex because it is used to

enhance the blue color. The pericarp of kokoma is the source of its purple kernel

color (Brown et al. 1952), and it has a characteristic red cob distinguishing it from

other varieties with similar kernel color such as red corn (palakad). Of the 18

people who reported growing kokoma, 33% of them use it as a planting admix-

ture in sakwaqa'd to deepen and enhance the blue corn's color.

Another factor which could be affecting the blue corn varieties in these Hopi

farmers' repertoires is availability of seeds. Until recently, in the United States

blue corn foods and seeds were only known and available in a few areas of the

Southwest. For Hopi farmers wanting to experiment with new varieties of this

important staple and ceremonial food crop the only sources of new genetic mate-

rial were neighboring agricultural tribes, especially the NewMexico Pueblos and

the Havasupai (Whiting 1939:67-68).

The current blue corn fad has been accompanied by a rise in seed companies

selling blue corn seed. The availability of commercial blue corn seeds and blue

cornmeal may have an effect on Hopi agriculture and social activities. And yet,

96% of the farmers interviewed reported growing Hopi white corn even though

commercial white flour corn varieties are available, as is white corn meal. Com-
bined with farmers' perception of Hopi white corn as drought hardy, as com-

pared with non-Hopi white corn varieties, this suggests that environmental adap-

tation is one reason for retention of this crop, possibly in combination with culinary

qualities and cultural meaning. Collins (1914a, 1914b) found evidence that Hopi

and Navajo corn has been selected for adaptation to the local environment and
traditional planting technique. He observed two unique morphological features:

an elongated mesocotyl, allowing successful emergence from such a deep plant-

ing; and a dominant, deep radical, enabling the seedling to make use of moisture

far below the soil surface.

Sweet com. —Sweet corn is an extremely interesting crop in the Hopi farmer's

repertoire for several reasons.

(1) Sweet corn (tawaktsi) is traditionally used in the Niman ceremony in

July. Niman marks the beginning of the harvest and thus the return to the San

Francisco Mountains of the spirits or Kachinas who assisted the agricultural

cycle by bringing rain. This is one of the most important ceremonies of the year,

especially in the eyes of children, who receive toys and other gifts, including

sweet corn.

(2) Sweet corn is a very popular garden crop in the USA, grown by 34% of

gardeners in 1986 (Bruce Butterfield, personal communication, 1991 5
). The popu-
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TABLE 8. —Farmers growing Hopi and commercial

Description

Grow no sweet corn

Hopi sweet corn

Commercial sweet corn

Only Hopi sweet corn

Only commercial sweet corn

Both Hopi and commercial

All Farmers

(n = 50)

%

24%
64%
50%
26%
12%
38%

Without

Moenkopi

(n = 43)

%

23%
70%
49%
28%
7%

42%

Moenkopi

only

(n = 7)

%

29%
29%
57%
14%
43%
14%

of seed available.

many commercial

means

in some form year-round in most food stores, and at farmers' markets and road-

side stands in season.

Sweet corn, therefore, differs from blue corn because both as seeds and as

food it is readily available to Hopi consumers. Hopi farmers' crop repertoires ap-

pear to reflect the availability of commercial sweet corn and sweet corn seeds

(Table 8). Unlike any other corn variety, half the farmers interviewed grow a

commercial sweet corn variety. Yet, at the same time 64% continue to grow Hopi

sweet corn. In addition, in spite of its ceremonial importance, 24% of those inter-

viewed do not grow sweet corn. Many of them said that this is because sweet corn

is easy to buy at irrigated Anglo farms near Winslow and Flagstaff.

Commercial sweet corn seems to be a satisfactory substitute for Hopi

sweet corn, and many people remarked about the larger ear size and sweeter

mmercial
Niman and one astute Anglo farmer near Winslow

consumer demand
in his field.

farmers

ommercial sweet corn varieties said that the commercial

more moisture. Of the remainin

Hopi sweet corn in with those of a commercial variety to make the commercial

one better adapted. Another farmer said that if the commercial variety makes it

through one year it will be alright and they will save the seeds. Although the third

farmer had heard that commercial varieties "grow stronger" he only grows Hopi

sweet

who
"good n

moist, fertile) fields. A number

with commercial
something

Two farmers interviewed who now grow only Hopi sweet corn described
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a drastic deterioration in the quality of their crop each successive year after saving

seeds from a commercial variety perhaps because the commercial variety was a

hybrid. However, as described above, some of the farmers growing commercial

sweet corn say they save the seed and have done so for years, and others that they

purchase the seed every year.

In spite of the small numbers, it is interesting to note the contrast between the

farmers interviewed in irrigated Upper and Lower Moenkopi and farmers inter-

viewed in the other dry-farmed villages (Table 8). In the two irrigated villages

43% grow only commercial sweet corn, while just 7% of the farmers we spoke

with in the dry farmed villages grow only commercial sweet corn. At the same

time, 70% of farmers interviewed in the dry farmed villages grow Hopi sweet

Lower Moenkopi
some

While a larcer. more

culture.

! of the influence of environmental constraints on crop repertoires

Moenkopi crop repertoires may also be a reflection of Hopi commu
ch are both physically and culturally closer to the dominant Angl(

(approximately

lm

may have facilitate its replacement

non-Hopi varieties when the opportunity arises.

Beans. —Like corn, beans (Phaseolus spp.) have been important both as a food crop

and in ceremonies, most notably the Powamuyazv. The Pozvamuyaw is "a world

renewal ceremony ... to ready the children for initiation into the Kachina cult and

encourage the cooperation of the Kachinas during the approaching growing sea-

son" (Mora 1979:36). During this winter ceremony lima beans are sprouted in the

kivas to gauge how productive the coming season will be.

Pinto beans are similar to sweet corn in terms of seed and food availability. As

with sweet corn it appears that widespread availability of seeds and food creates a

complex dynamic between abandonment, retention, and elaboration of the crop

variety in the farmers' repertoire. Sixteen farmers grow "Hopi" pintos. While

many of these emphasized that their seeds were an old Hopi type, a number also

noted that this variety has not always been a part of the Hopi farming system, as

is suggested by the Hopi name Kastiil mori which means Mexican bean. Whiting

(1939:83) identified a pinto Hubbell mori in the 1935 survey which was named
after the trader who was said to have given the seed to the Hopis in the early

1930s. Nine farmers grow non-Hopi pintos and several of those explained how
easy it is to find this seed (as food or feed) in grocery or feed stores or (as seed) in

plant nurseries. Many respondents said they do not bother to grow pinto beans

because they are so easy and inexpensive to buy.

Two older farmers (over 60 years old) whom we interviewed noted that

yellow Hopi lima beans tend to dehisce easily when the pods are ripe, making

them difficult to harvest. For those farmers this is the reason they no longer grow

that lima bean variety.

Tsatsaymori is a Hopi name meaning "small beans" (Whiting 1939:80). Tradi-
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tionally this referred to white tepary beans (Phaseolus acutifolia), but also included

black and mottled varieties, according to Whiting. The name describes a broad

category and appears to be used today for any small field beans. During this

survey tsatsaymori was used by informants to refer to samples of white teparies

(P. acutifolia), black beans (P. vulgaris), and baby white limas (P. lunatus).

When talking about tsatsaymori all interviewees mentioned how difficult it

is to grow these beans because rabbits and grasshoppers eat the leaves so vora-

ciously, implying that those pests prefer tsatsaymori leaves over those of other

crops. It would be interesting to investigate whether all of the smaller-seeded

beans are more vulnerable to grazing by rabbits and grasshoppers. Another

possibility is that the reputation of teparies, described by Whiting as the "true"

tsatsaymori, is being transferred to other beans which are now included in the

category tsatsaymori.

Seven (14%) of the farmers we interviewed no longer grow tsatsaymori

because the rabbit and grasshopper problem makes it too difficult to produce a

good harvest. Several farmers described making a spray by steeping dog feces in

water and spraying this on their plants, and one told us that he had to spray the

plants every evening the last time he grew tsatsaymori several years ago.

Two of the households interviewed which are growing large amounts of

tsatsaymori are both headed by an active husband and wife farming team, who

are retired from their wage work and are now full-time farmers. In both cases

tsatsaymori are purposefully grown in fields located near houses where more

dogs are present, and it is easier to watch for and control rabbits. It may be that

the amount of work necessary to produce a harvest is leading to the abandonment

of this crop. This could be especially true as more and more Hopis must farm in

their spare time while working full-time jobs outside the home.

Dye plants. some of the most vulnerable

donment in the Hopi farming system, though to different degrees and for different

reasons. In all cases they have been replaced by commercial chemical dyes.

Whiting (1939:95) cites Fewkes (1896) as saying that the Hopi obtained asafram

or safflower (Carthamus tinctorius) from the Mormons around 1870. Asafram was

traditionally cultivated in irrigated gardens by womenwho used it to color their

piki bread. Several older women interviewed had grown this in the past or

recalled their mothers growing it. They described going to the garden in the

morning to harvest flower heads, and removing the yellow petals which were

dried and then ground into a yellow powder. When added to white cornmeal

batter it makes yellow piki. Today commercial food dye is used instead. No one

interviewed grows asafrani anymore, nor did they know of anyone growing it. It

was mentioned that Moenkopi is the only place where it still might be ound;

however, none of the farmers interviewed for this survey m Upper or Lower

Moenkopi reported growing asafrani.

mara
colorant also grown in irrigated gardens. A. cruentus is thought by some to be

native to central and northern Arizona (NRC 1984:3), but the history of its use by

the Hopi is not known. Whiting (1939:75) describes it as an introduced crop,

whose red inflorescence was used to color pikt a bright pink.
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Many womenand some men knew about komo, far more than knew about

asafrani. No one interviewed was growing komo but two farmers said they have

it volunteering in their fields. A few womensaid they saw some komo growing in

a Hotevilla garden not long ago, but none was observed while conducting this

survey.

Black seeded sunflowers (tceqa'a, Helianthus annuus) are a traditional Hopi

FV whose black hulls produce a purple or black dye. Three people also described

making a poultice from the hulls and /or seeds to use for eye medicine. Heiser

(1945:165) noted that the hypocotyl of the black seeded Hopi sunflower "elongates

much more rapidly" than in the commoncommercial MammothRussian variety,

possibly representing an adaptation to the Hopi growing environment similar to

that of the corn as described by Collins (1914a, 1914b). Only four interviewees said

they still grow these sunflowers (two others said the sunflowers volunteer in their

fields); however, there was great interest in acquiring the seeds. Perhaps the

growing production of baskets for sale to tourists plays a role in this, especially as

those buyers may be requesting "natural" or "traditional" craftwork.

Fruit trees. —There is concern about the decline and death of many of the old

peach trees growing near the villages. Many old orchards consisting primarily of

peaches and some apricots have been or are being abandoned. Competition from

weeds for scarce soil moisture, broken, unpruned limbs, and roots exposed by
wind erosion are the consequences of the neglect of these orchards, and can result

in dead trees.

Although new varieties are available and being tried by Hopi households,

some people we spoke with said that Hopi peach varieties produce sweeter fruit

and are longer-lived and more drought resistant than commercial varieties. Sev-

eral farmers described the continuing practice of starting Hopi peach and apricot

trees from seed. The one problem noted with this technique is that it is relatively

slow, especially when transplants several years old can be purchased in nearby

towns.

CONCLUSION

sam
farmers

about Hopi crop diversity and change in general, based on the results of our

survey, on other information available on the Hopi discussed above, and to some
extent on a limited comparison with the 1935 survey. The general hypothesis is

that while experimentation with new varieties appears to be constant in Hopi
agriculture, the fate of each FV will depend on the unique combination of the

biophysical and sociocultural selection environment of that FV Below we present

four more specific hypotheses illustrated with examples. The practical meanings
ese hypotheses are well understood by many Hopi farmers, and it is they

who
ysical environment. FVs will tend to be lost when changes in the

environment reduce the importance of the FVs' adaptation. FVs
will tend to be retained when the biophysical environment remains the same
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importance of the FVs' adaptation. Water

limiting factor for crop production in the Hopi environment. Where
ma

MVs. For example, a much lower proportion of FVs

rown
mercial sweet corn is grown in irrigated fields at Moenkop

elsewhere. Farmers
adapted

FVs

FVs
lm

especially when they do not have a central role in society and culture. FVs will

tend to be retained when their role in culture and society is important, as with

older crops such as beans and especially corn which are central in Hopi religion.

It was common for farmers we interviewed to point out the importance of grow-

ing those varieties said to be given to the Hopi by their Creator. The introduction

of grinding diminished the desirability of the softer blue corn (maasiqua'e), while

the cash economy reduced the desirability of the harder blue corns, since storing

two years' harvest against harvest failure was no longer necessary. It may be that

both of these factors helped lead to the partial collapse of blue corn varieties. In

this example, blue corn is retained because it meets environmental conditions

quirements

ceremom
1m

FVs

diminished by social changes. Hopi tepary bean FVs may be being los

social changes mean that people no longer have the time to spend in

protecting them from predators.

Whenbiophysical and sociocultural changes make possible the rep

of FVs, two other factors determine the fate of FVs in farmers' repertc

(3) Availability of seeds. FVs will tend to be lost when seed of new

that are similar (including MVs) become available, as with sweet coi

widespread availability of commercial seed has been associated with a

in Hopi farmers growing Hopi sweetcorn FVs. There are increasing opp<

for Hopis to buy seeds of non-Hopi varieties that are similar to Hopi

example, the larger proportion of farmers in 1989 growing commercial varieties of

red vs. yellow watermelon may reflect differences in seed availability. However,

while seed for blue corn or blue corn food products have not been commercially

available until recently, white corn seed and food products have been available for

some time, and yet the Hopi white corn FV has been retained, supporting the idea

that availability of seeds is not the only important factor in the retention of corn

FVs. Many farmers mentioned the availability of pinto beans for food (and seed

as a reason for not growing them. Pintos are an historic introduction and are not

as important in Hopi culture as other bean FVs.

(4) Availability of alternative products. FVs will tend to lost when alternative

products become available. For example, the dye plants safflower and red amaranth

used to color piki bread and other products, were lost when cheap commercial

food dves became available. The keeping qualities of Hopi watermelon FVs may
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no longer be a factor favoring their retention when watermelon or other fruits are

available in stores year-round.

As the importance of stability and diversity for the sustainability of agricul-

ture becomes more widely accepted, the ability of FVs to produce relatively stable

yields with low inputs in the local environments in which they have been selected

may also become more important. This could lead to increasing respect for di-

verse local cultural groups and their knowledge about creating and maintaining

crop genetic diversity. The Hopi people today live in the midst of the United

States, one of the nations most committed to the industrialization of agriculture,

including the use of MVs. Their retention of a large proportion of their FVs may
therefore hold important lessons for the maintenance of crop genetic diversity

Conservation of this diversity may best be accomplished in the long run by
ensuring its survival in situ as part of local farming communities like the Hopi.

NOTES

Total farmers equals 45 because ages of five farmers were not estimated.

2Spelling of Hopi words in this paper is based on Albert and Shaul (1985), or when not

found in that reference, on Whiting (1939).

MI
Michigan, Museum

a total of 59 survey records of 1-2 pages each; 56 surveys of Hopi and 3 of Navajo farmers.

Their survey included "all of the households" in Shipaulovi and "typical families" from all

of the other villages, including Moenkopi (Whiting 1935:2). Only data from 46 were re-

ported, however, "the others being considered unsuitable for this purpose" (Whiting
1937:13). No basis is given for eliminating the other 10 surveys. They established their

headquarters in October and made a collection of the crop plants "which were mature at

that season" (Whiting

Whiting states that "in addition to the actual collec-

tion of crop specimens a survey was taken of over fifty households" (Whiting
appears as though Nequatewa, a Hopi who worked at the Museumof Northern Arizona,
did most of the actual field work, as Whiting writes that he "could be depended on to

carry on the investigation in the homes of his own people without the ever constant

disturbing element of two, somewhat eccentric white ethnologists" (Whiting 1935:1). No
other information is available on the methods used in the 1935 survey.

4Weused 55 of Whiting's 56 Hopi survey forms. Weeliminated one because it was based
on the entire farming career of a man who no longer farmed, while the other surveys
apparently contain information only for seeds of crops harvested in 1935.

5Bruce Butterfield is the director of research for the National Gardening Association in

Burlington, Vermont. Each year they publish the National Gardening Survey based on
research by the Gallup Organization. Every fifth year this includes information on crop
varieties grown.
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